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Violating Suydam criterion produces feeble instabilities
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Eigenmode analysis of a magnetic shear localized ideal interchange mode indicates a marginal
stability condition consistent with the Suydam~and Mercier! criterion. However, the linear
eigenmode analysis shows that it is not a very restrictive condition because the mode growth rate is
exponentially small just above the marginal stability condition and the modes are easily stabilized
by finite ion Larmor radius~FLR! effects. This suggests that for practical applications to toroidal
confinement experiments, the Suydam–Mercier criterion does not introduce a restrictive condition
for operational limits. The criterion for robust growth appears to be almost a factor of two greater
than the Suydam criterion. It is also shown that even the presence of usual nonideal effects~FLR,
electron diamagnetic flow and resistivity! does not alter this higher criterion for robust
growth. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1487865#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetohydrodynamics~MHD! is quite successful in
determining macroscopic equilibrium properties and lin
stability boundaries of a toroidal magnetically confin
plasma. The theoretical stability boundaries are defined u
an energy principle approach for which stability is analyz
by examining the sign ofdW, wheredW is the change in
potential energy caused by a small perturbation. The sys
is stable ifdW>0 for all allowable displacements satisfyin
the relevant boundary conditions. The stability condition
a localized ideal interchange mode in a cylindrical plasma
known as Suydam’s criterion,1,2 which is

DI<1/4, for stability. ~1!

Here, the driving term for instability isDI[2(8pp08/
Bz

2r s)(q/q8)2[bLs
2/r pRc in which 1/Ls[(1/R0q)(rq8/q),

b/r p[28pP08/Bz
2 andRc is the average magnetic-field cu

vature radius. In a toroidal geometry, the stability regime
given by the Mercier criterion,1,3 again withDI<1/4 for sta-
bility. For an axisymmetric tokamak in the limit of larg
aspect ratio, smallb and circular cross-section, the form
of DI in the Mercier criterion is DI52(8pp08/Bf

2 r )
3(q/q8)2(12q2).1,4 In these derivations, the mode is a
sumed to be localized arbitrarily close to the mode ratio
surface.

The above criteria, derived using the energy princip
do not provide any information about the properties of
unstable mode once the threshold is exceeded. Earlier
tempts have been made to solve the linear eigenmode e
tion for the localized ideal interchange mode in the cont
of stellarators and pinches using cylindrical models.5,6 Those
analysis indicated that the growth rate is exponentially sm
for DI.1/4 and that the mode can be easily stabilized
finite ion Larmor radius effects. However, in the presence
plasma electrical resistivity, resistive–g or resistive int
change modes become unstable forDI.0.7–9 The growth
rate of the resistive interchange mode scales asg}h1/3DI

2/3

whereh is the resistivity. In the presence of electron diama
3391070-664X/2002/9(8)/3395/7/$19.00
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netic and ion finite Larmor radius effects, the growth rate
resistive interchange mode is significantly reduced.8

In this paper, we describe an analysis of linear stabi
properties of ideal and resistive interchange instabilities
ing a simple sheared slab model. Here, all the relevant eff
such as ion finite Larmor radius effects, plasma resistiv
and electron diamagnetic flow effects are included in o
coherent ‘‘simple’’ slab model. We show, both analytical
and numerically, that the growth rate of a localized ide
interchange mode is exponentially small forDI well above
the marginal stability condition and is easily stabilized by t
ion finite Larmor radius~FLR! effects. The effective stability
criterion appears to beDI&0.4– 0.5 rather than the Suyda
criterionDI,1/4. A physical interpretation of these results
given in terms of the energy principle.

In the presence of dissipative effects such as resistiv
the eigenmode structure changes significantly. The reaso
that the singular layer is resolved by the resistive layer rat
than by the inertial layer as in ideal MHD case. Since res
tivity changes the eigenmode structure, an energy princ
analysis is no longer valid. Our eigenmode analysis for
resistive interchange instability indicates that the mo
grows on a resistive time scale similar to that of equilibriu
evolution, in the presence of electron diamagnetic and fin
Larmor radius effects. Thus, it seems that even in the p
ence of nonideal effects such as resistivity, electron diam
netic flow and ion finite Larmor radius, the criterion for
robust~ideal MHD-like! growth is greater than the Suydam
criterion by almost a factor of 2.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describ
the basic model used for studying the localized ideal a
resistive interchange instabilities. In Sec. III, the eigenva
equation for the ideal interchange mode is solved both a
lytically and numerically. The resistive interchange instab
ity is discussed in Sec. IV. Finally, conclusions are presen
in Sec. V.
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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II. BASIC MODEL

We consider a sheared slab model where the magn
field is locally represented by

BW 5B0F S 11
x

LB
D êz1

z

Rc
êx1

x

Ls
êyG . ~2!

Here êx , êy , and êz are unit vectors alongx, y and z, LB

5(d ln B/dx)21 is the scale-length of the perpendicular gr
dient of magnetic-field strength,Ls5B(dBy /dx)21 is the
magnetic shear scale length andk521/Rc is the curvature
of the magnetic field. Here,Rc.0 represents good curvatur
and Rc,0 represents bad curvature. In equilibrium, the
dial force balance equation givesd(P01B2/8p)/dx
5B0Bz/4pRc , which implies b/r p51/Rc21/LB . On the
other hand, in the direction parallel to the equilibrium ma
netic field, pressure is constant, i.e.,¹iP050.

To derive an eigenvalue equation for ideal and resis
interchange instabilities, we consider a lowb plasma~i.e.,
b!1!, which allows us to neglect the compressional co
ponent of magnetic-field perturbations. Thus, we can w
EW'52¹W'f1 andEi52¹if12(1/c)]Ai /]t wheref1 is the
scalar potential perturbation andAi@[(AW 1•BW )/uBu# is the
parallel vector potential perturbation. We also assume
the plasma is incompressible~i.e., ¹W •VW 50!, which elimi-
nates sound wave coupling. Then, the linearized MHD eq
tions, in the presence of nonideal effects such as resisti
electron diamagnetic and ion finite Larmor radius, are

rm

c2

B2 S d

dt
1VW * i•¹W D¹'

2 f1

1
c

B2 BW 3¹W p1•~¹W ln B1kW !1~BW •¹W !S Ji

B D50, ~3!

VW 15
c

B2 BW 3¹W f1 ,

S ]

]t
1VW* e•¹W 2

hc2

4p
¹'

2 D Ai

c
52¹if12

1

en
¹ipe1 , ~4!

Ji52
c

4p
¹'

2 Ai ,
]p1

]t
52VW 1•¹W P0 , ~5!

whereJi[(BW •JW1)/uBu is the parallel component of the cu
rent perturbation,VW * e[2(cTe /eB2)BW 3¹W ln Pe0 is the elec-
tron diamagnetic flow andVW* i[(cTi /eB2)BW 3¹W ln Pi0 is the
ion diamagnetic flow. The lowest order ion finite Larm
radius effects are derived by taking into account the gy
viscous part of ion stress tensor and they enter via diam
netic flow effects in the polarization current.10 The electron
diamagnetic and resistive effects are included by taking
account electron pressure and resistive terms in the par
Ohm’s law. Here, an adiabatic equation of state is conside
for both electrons and ions. The subscript 0 represents e
librium quantities while the subscript 1 represents linear p
turbations.

With perturbations of the formf (xW ,t)5 f (x)exp@i(kyy
2vt)#, ¹i5 ik i(x)5 ikyx/Ls , Eqs.~3!–~5! can be combined
into two coupled differential equations
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Fv~v2v* i !S ]2

]x2 2ky
2D2

ky
2cs

2

Rcr p
Gf

2vky

x

Ls
VA

2 S ]2

]x2 2ky
2D Ai

c
50, ~6!

Fv2v* e2 i
hc2

4p S ]2

]x2 2ky
2D G Ai

c
5ky

x

Ls

~v2v* e!

v
f, ~7!

where v* e[kyascs /r p is the electron diamagnetic fre
quency,v* i[2tv* e is the ion diamagnetic frequency,as

[cs /V i is the ion Larmor radius at electron temperatureTe ,
cs[ATe /mi is the sound speed,VA[B/A4prm is the Al-
fvén speed, V i[eB/mic is the ion gyrofrequency,r p

[ud ln P/dxu21 is the pressure gradient scale-length andt
[Ti /Te . Here, we have dropped subscript 1 from the pot
tial perturbations~f!.

III. IDEAL INTERCHANGE INSTABILITY

In the absence of nonideal effects, i.e., resistivity, el
tron diamagnetic and finite Larmor radius~FLR! effects, the
eigenvalue equation for the ideal interchange mode can
obtained by combining Eqs.~6! and ~7!

d

dx F S v22
VA

2

Ls
2 ky

2x2D df

dxG
2ky

2Fv21
cs

2

Rcr po

2ky
2x2S VA

2

Ls
2 2

cs
2

Rcr po

1

ky
2L2D Gf50. ~8!

Here, we have assumed 1/r p(x)5(1/r po
)(12x2/L2). In the

small ~or no! magnetic shear case, this eigenvalue equa
becomes a Weber equation.11 In the limit kyL@1, the mode
is always unstable for a magnetic hill~bad curvature! with a
growth rateg.cs /ARcr po

. This is a valid model for a mag
netic mirror12,13 and an octopole with no magnetic shear.14

On the other hand, in most toroidal plasmas typica
1/Ls

2.(b/Rcr p)(1/kyL)2, magnetic shear dominates,r p(x)
.r po

and the eigenvalue equation can be written in the n
malized form:

d

dX F ~v̂22X2!
df

dXG2@v̂22X21DI #f50. ~9!

Here, we have defined a normalized distanceX[kyx and
frequency v̂[v/(VA /Ls), DI[bLs

2/(Rcr po
) and b

[8pP0 /B2[cs
2/VA

2 . The terms with coefficientv̂2 arise
from the divergence of the polarization current,X2 represents
the magnetic-field line bending terms brought about by m
netic shear andDI is the combination of the pressure grad
ent and curvature effects which represents the source of
energy. This equation can be derived from the standard sc
pinch model, given by Eq.~9.45! of Ref. 1, for an incom-
pressible or lowb plasma where the coupling to soun
waves is negligible.

We now solve the eigenvalue equation, Eq.~9!, analyti-
cally using a matched asymptotic analysis method.15 The
matching procedure is valid foruv̂2u!1. Since the equation
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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is symmetric inX, it is sufficient to solve this equation onl
for X>0. In the outer region, i.e.,uX2u@uv̂2u, Eq. ~9! be-
comes

d

dX S X2
df

dXD1~DI2X2!f50. ~10!

In the limit DI@X2, this equation is the same as that an
lyzed by Suydam1,2 from which he obtained the stability cri
terionDI<1/4. WithZ52X andf5f̂/Z, Eq. ~10! becomes
a Whittaker equation.11,16 The Whittaker function solution
for a growing mode, which decays asX→`, is given by

fo5Ao

exp~2X!

A2X
~2X! ilUS 1

2
1 il,112il,2XD , ~11!

where

l5ADI2
1

4
, ~12!

andU is Kummer’s confluent hypergeometric function.
In the inner region, i.e.,uX2u;uv̂2u, with Z5X2/v̂2 and

v̂2!1, Eq. ~9! reduces to

Z~12Z!
d2f

dZ2 1S 1

2
2

3

2
ZD df

dZ
2

DI

4
f50, ~13!

which is a hypergeometric equation16 whose general solution
is

f i5AiF~a,a* ; 1
2 ;Z!1BiAZF~b,b* ; 3

2 ;Z!. ~14!

Herea51/41 il/2, b53/41 il/2 anda* andb* represent
complex conjugate ofa and b, respectively. The choice o
the coefficientsAi , Bi depends on the parity condition atX
50. For even modes, the boundary condition atX50 is
df/dX50, which demands thatBi50. For odd modes, the
boundary condition atX50 is f50, which ensures thatAi

50. Here, we consider only the even mode solution beca
it is the most unstable mode.

Next, we match the innerf i and the outerfo solutions
in their overlap region (uXu;uv̂u). The inner limit of the
outer solution@Eq. ~11! with X→0# is

fo
i ;AoA p

2XS 1

2lG1 sinhlp D F11S 2

XD 2il G1

G2
G S X

2 D il

,

~15!

and the outer limit of the inner solution@Eq. ~14! asX→`#
is

f i
o;Ai

ApG1

@G~a!#2 S X2

2v̂2D 2a* F11
G2

G1
S G~a!

G~a* ! D
2S 2v̂2

X2 D ilG ,
~16!

whereG65G(6 il). Matching the inner limit of the oute
solution to the outer limit of the inner solution results in t
eigenvalue equation

S 2v̂2

4 D il/2

52
G~11 il!

G~12 il!

G~1/42 il/2!

G~1/41 il/2!
. ~17!

This gives a purely growing mode with normalized grow
rate (ĝMHD

2 [2v̂2)
Downloaded 06 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AI
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ĝMHD5
gMHD

VA /Ls
52 expF2

~p22Q!

ulu G , ~18!

where Q(ulu)[arg@G(iulu)#1arg@G(1/42 i ulu/2)# is a func-
tion of ulu that asymptotes to zero asulu→0. The above
expression indicates clearly that as marginal stability is
proached from the unstable region,DI→1/4 (ulu→0), the
normalized growth rateĝMHD'exp(2p/ulu)→0. Thus, the
expression for the normalized growth rate gives a marg
stability condition consistent with the Suydam criterion.1,2

Similar results have also been observed in Refs. 5 and
more complicated magnetic-field geometries.

Additionally, we have solved the full eigenvalue equ
tion, Eq. ~9!, numerically using a shooting method wit
boundary conditionsf50 at X5` and df/dX50 at X
50. The analytical results agree very well with numeric
results forĝMHD

2 !1, as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 also show
that the growth rate is still negligible (ĝMHD,0.03) even
when DI is almost twice the marginal stability conditio
value ~i.e., DI51/4!. For example, forDI50.4, the normal-
ized growth rateĝMHD50.008. For large values ofDI , the
normalized growth rateĝMHD varies linearly withDI and is
approximately given asĝMHD.0.6(DI20.46) for DI.0.5.
The corresponding eigenfunctions for different valu
of DI are shown in Fig. 2 which indicates that the mode
highly localized aroundX50. The mode width is a few
times the normalized growth rateĝMHD and it increases with
increasingDI due to the strong increase ofĝMHD with DI ~cf.
Fig. 1!.

FIG. 1. ~a! Normalized growth rateĝMHD versusDI shows the agreemen
between the analytical result~shown by solid line! and the numerical result
~represented by3!. ~b! Normalized growth rate on a log scale shows th
ĝMHD is exponentially small well above the marginal stability conditio
DI51/4 ~marked by arrow!. Ion finite Larmor radius effects stabilize th
ideal interchange mode up toDI;0.46 for kyai50.04 andRc /tr p53
~shown by the dotted line!.
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Since the mode width is very narrow for smallDI , finite
ion Larmor radius~FLR! effects become important. The
effect is included by taking into account the gyro-visco
part of ion stress tensor. In the limitkai,1, the ion finite
Larmor radius~FLR! effects enter as a diamagnetic flow e
fect in the polarization term and the eigenmode equa
becomes

d

dX F ~v̂~v̂2v̂* i !2X2!
df

dXG
2@v̂~v̂2v̂* i !2X21DI #f50. ~19!

Here,v̂* i[v* i /(VA /Ls) is the normalized ion diamagneti
frequency. In limituv̂(v̂2v̂* i)u!1, the dispersion relation
with ion FLR effects becomes

v̂22v̂v̂* i1ĝMHD
2 50,

or v̂5
v̂* i

2
6Av̂

* i
2

4
2ĝMHD

2 , ~20!

which indicates stability for

v̂
* i
2 .4ĝMHD

2 or kyai.
2r p

Ls
At

b
ĝMHD5

2gMHD

ci /r p
,

whereĝMHD@[gMHD /(VA /Ls)# is given by Eq.~18! andci

[ATi /mi is the ion thermal speed. An example of FLR s
bilization effects on the ideal interchange mode is shown
Fig. 1 by the dashed line. Here, FLR effects stabilize
ideal interchange mode forDI;0.4– 0.5 while for largeDI

they have negligible effect. Near marginal stability, mod
oscillate at the ion diamagnetic frequency, as indicated
Eq. ~20!.

The eigenmode function remains the same as that in
case of the ideal interchange mode and its mode width
few times that of the normalized growth rateĝMHD for ideal
interchange instability. Thus, we can write

DX5kyDx5CĝMHD ,

where C is always greater than 1~cf. Fig. 2!. Thus, the
conditionkxai;ai /Dx!1, in the above model for including

FIG. 2. The eigenfunction versusX/ĝMHD shows the localization of the
mode nearX50. Note that its width (;ĝMHD) in X increases with increas
ing DI due to increasingĝMHD ~cf. Fig. 1!.
Downloaded 06 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AI
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the finite ion Larmor radius as only the diamagnetic flo
effect in the polarization term, can be easily validated for
unstable case ifkyai,CĝMHD . For example, withDI50.5,
the interchange mode is unstable even in the presenc
finite ion Larmor radius effects with ideal MHD growth rat
ĝMHD;0.04 andC;5. This means thatkyai,0.2 is required
for the validity of our model at this marginal point, which
clearly satisfied in our case~cf. Fig. 1!.

Relation to the energy principle

In order to relate the above results to those with
usual energy principle approach, we now obtain a quadr
form for an ideal interchange mode by multiplying Eq.~9! by
f and integrating overX. For a purely growing mode, i.e.
v̂[ i ĝMHD , we obtain

ĝMHD
2 5

2dW

dK

5
DI* ufu2dX2*X2@ udf/dXu21ufu2#dX

*@ udf/dXu21ufu2#dX
. ~21!

Here, the numerator is the change in potential energy w
the denominator is the change in kinetic energy. The fi
term in the numerator is the free energy source term du
the combination of pressure gradient and curvature effe
while the second term is the stabilizing magnetic field li
bending term. Figure 3 shows the variation ofdK ~solid line!
and2dW ~dashed line! with DI . It is clear from the figure
that for values ofDI close to marginal stability, i.e.,DI

51/4, the change in kinetic energy is very large because
mode is highly localized aroundX50 ~cf. Fig. 2!, while the
potential energy released from the pressure gradient is
small; hence the normalized growth rateĝMHD is negligible.
For largeDI , the released potential energy varies nearly q
dratically with DI while the change in kinetic energy i
nearly constant; this results in a linear variation ofĝMHD with
DI and is approximately given asĝMHD.0.6(DI20.46) for
DI.0.5.

FIG. 3. The potential energy change2dW ~shown by dashed line! required
to drive the instability is negligible even whenDI is well above the marginal
stability criterionDI51/4 ~marked by arrow! while the change in kinetic
energydK ~shown by solid line! is very large for smallDI .
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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IV. RESISTIVE INTERCHANGE MODE

In the presence of plasma electrical resistivity, the n
malized coupled equations for the scalar potential~f! and
the vector potential (Ai) are

F v̂~v̂1tv̂* !S ]2

]X2 21D2DI Gf2v̂X
VA

c S ]2

]X2 21DAi50,

~22!

F v̂2v̂* 2 i n̂hS ]2

]X2 21D GAi5X
c

VA

~v̂2v̂* !

v̂
f. ~23!

Here, we have used the same normalization as before,
n̂h[ky

2(hc2/4p)/(VA /LS)[ky
2a2/S. The parametern̂h is

the normalized damping frequency due to plasma resista
S[th /tA is the Lundquist number,th[a24p/(hc2) is the
resistive skin time across the plasma andtA[LS /VA is the
characteristic Alfve´n wave time.

A. Weakly resistive case

In the weak resistive case withn̂h]2/]2X;uv̂2v̂* u
!1, Eqs.~22! and ~23! can be Fourier transformed into th
following second-order differential equation:

d

dk
F ~v̂2v̂* !~11k2!

v̂2v̂* 1 i n̂h~11k2!

df̂

dk
G

1~DI1v̂~v̂1tv̂* !~11k2!!f̂50, ~24!

where

f̂~k!5E
2`

`

dXeiXkf~x!.

Here, we obtain an analytical solution of the above equa
using a matched asymptotic method. This solution is va
only for DI,1/4. In the regionk,1 with n̂h,ĝ, the solu-
tion of the above equation is given by a hypergeome
function. Its asymptotic form for largek is

f̂;kd21/2@A1Bk22d#,

where d[ il @l is defined in Eq.~12!# is a real positive
number for DI,1/4. For the outer region withk;(v̂
2v̂* )/ n̂h , Eq. ~24! becomes

d

dz
F z2

11z2

df̂

dz
G1FDI1

v̂~v̂1tv̂* !~v̂2v̂* !

i n̂h
z2G f̂50,

~25!

with z5Ai n̂h /(v̂1tv̂* )k. Its solution is

f̂5za exp~az2/2!; a5 1
2 2 il.

For DI,1/4, a is a real positive number lying between 0 a
1
2. Matching the inner and outer solutions, the correspond
dispersion relation becomes

v̂~v̂1tv̂* !~v̂2v̂* !1 i n̂ha250.

In the absence of electron diamagnetic and ion finite Larm
radius effects, the growth rate for modes withDI,1/4 is

ĝ5 n̂h
1/3a2/3}~kya!2/3S21/3. ~26!
Downloaded 06 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AI
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In the presence of significant FLR and diamagnetic effe
with ĝ,v̂* , the mode is purely growing with normalize
growth rate

ĝ5
n̂ha2

tv̂
*
2 }a2S21DI

21;1/S. ~27!

Note that this growth rate is on the slow time scale of t
resistive equilibrium evolution of the plasma and is indepe
dent of wave number.7–9

B. Highly resistive case

In the resistivity dominated case, i.e.,n̂hD'
2 @v̂2v̂* ,

Eqs.~22! and ~23! can be combined into a Weber equatio

]2f

]Z2 1F2S 11
DI

v̂~v̂1tv̂* ! D
3S 2 i n̂hv̂~v̂1tv̂* !

~v̂2v̂* ! D 1/2

2Z2Gf50 ~28!

where

Z5S ~v̂2v̂* !

2 i n̂hv̂~v̂1tv̂* ! D
1/4

X.

In the limit DI@v̂(v̂1tv̂* ), the dispersion relation for the
most unstable mode becomes

v̂~v̂1tv̂* !~v̂2v̂* !1 i n̂hDI
250. ~29!

In the absence of ion finite Larmor radius and electron d
magnetic effects, the normalized growth rate of the resis
interchange mode is

ĝ5DI
2/3n̂h

1/3}DI
2/3S21/3. ~30!

On the other hand, in the presence of ion finite Larmor rad
and electron diamagnetic effects withĝ,v̂* , the normal-
ized growth rate of the resistive interchange mode is

ĝ5
DI

2n̂h

tv̂
*
2 }

DI

S
. ~31!

This result implies that in the presence of electron diam
netic flow and finite Larmor radius effects, the resistive
terchange mode grows on a slow time scale similar to tha
equilibrium and that it is also independent of the wave nu
ber, similar to Refs. 7–9.

We have also solved Eqs.~22! and ~23! numerically for
different values ofDI and S. Figure 4 shows that in the
presence of resistivity, the interchange mode gets dest
lized for DI.0. Enhancement of the growth rate is observ
with decreasingS}1/h and this effect is more prominent a
small DI . For small DI , the growth rate varies asS21/3,
similar to the analytical result given by Eqs.~26! or ~30! and
is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 4. For largeDI , the
growth rate is approximately the same as that for the id
interchange instability~shown by the solid line!. In Fig. 5,
we show that the electron diamagnetic and ion finite Larm
radius effects have a stabilizing effect on the resistive in
change mode forS5107 and kyas50.02. The normalized
growth rate is significantly reduced for smallDI (DI

&0.4), while it has little or no effect for largeDI(*0.5),
especially for Lundquist number,S*106.
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the linear eigenmo
for localized ideal and resistive interchange modes in
simple sheared slab geometry. For the ideal intercha
mode, a marginal stability boundary is observed atDI

51/4, which is in agreement with the Suydam criterion1,2

However, this stability boundary is not a very restrictive co
dition due to an exponentially small growth rate for values
DI well above the marginal stability condition. Since th
ideal MHD growth rate is small, the interchange mode c
be easily stabilized by the finite ion Larmor radius effects
connection between these results and the energy princ
approach is made by using a quadratic form for the id
interchange mode. This analysis indicates that forDI close to
the marginal stability condition, the change in kinetic ene
is very large because the mode is highly localized aro

FIG. 4. In the presence of resistivity, the growth rate increases with decr
ing Lundquist numberS as shown by1 (for S5107) and 3 (for S
5105). Here, the solid line represents the growth rate for the ideal in
change mode and the dashed line represents the analytical result giv
Eq. ~30!. For small DI (&0.4), the growth rate is similar to that of th
resistive interchange instability~as shown by dashed lines!; however, for
largeDI resistivity has a negligible effect on the ideal mode, particularly
S increases.

FIG. 5. Ion finite Larmor radius and electron diamagnetic flow effects h
a stabilizing effect on the resistive interchange mode. The solid line re
sents the growth rate of the resistive interchange mode withS5107 and1
shows the effect of electron diamagnetic and finite ion Larmor radius eff
with kyas50.02.
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X50 ~cf. Fig. 2!, while the potential energy released fro
the pressure gradient is very small; hence the normali
growth rateĝMHD is negligibly small. For largeDI , the re-
leased potential energy varies quadratically withDI , while
the change in kinetic energy is nearly constant. This res
in a linear variation ofĝMHD with DI and is approximately
given asĝMHD.0.6(DI20.46) forDI.0.5. Due to the sta-
bilizing effect of ion finite Larmor radius effects, the effec
tive stability criterion for localized interchange instabilit
with a robust MHD-like growth rate appears to beDI

&0.4– 0.5, not the Suydam criterionDI,1/4.
In the presence of the resistivity, resistive interchan

instability gets destabilized forDI.0. In the weak resistivity
case (v̂;n̂h /Dx

2. n̂h), the normalized growth rate isĝ
5@kya#2/3S21/3 while in the resistivity-dominated case (v̂
! n̂hD'

2 ), it is given byĝ5(kyDI)
2/3S21/3. The growth rate

of these modes is significantly reduced in the presence
electron diamagnetic and ion finite Larmor radius~FLR! ef-
fects. Our analysis clearly shows that the nonideal effe
such as resistivity, electron diamagnetic and ion FLR effe
have a major effect only for smallDI(&0.4). In the presence
of electron diamagnetic flow and ion finite Larmor radi
~FLR! effects, the growth rate of the resistive interchan
instability is proportional to resistivity~h!. It means that the
mode grows very slowly, on the resistive equilibrium evol
tion time scale. For largeDI(*0.5), the normalized growth
rate is similar to that of an ideal interchange modeĝMHD .
Thus, we conclude that even in the presence of resistivity,
normalized growth rate of the interchange mode is negligi
close toDI51/4 due to the stabilizing effect of electron dia
magnetic flow and ion finite Larmor radius effects. Henc
with or without the nonideal effects such as resistivity, ele
tron diamagnetic and ion finite Larmor radius effects, t
effective criterion for robust ideal MHD instability (ĝMHD

.0.03) isDI*0.5, a factor of about two greater than Su
dam’s instability criterion (DI.1/4).

Despite the long standing expectations that the Merc
criterion defines an operational limit for toroidal device
there has been no definitive experimental evidence to sup
this. Indeed, indications from Stellarator experiments sh
that there is no observed degradation in the plasma prope
when operated in regimes whereDI.1/4.17 The calculations
presented in this work offer a possible explanation. As s
gested here, it would be of interest to compare experime
operation asDI transitions from marginal stability to highe
values (DI*0.45), where more virulent instability is indi
cated.
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